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Welcome   to   our   newsletter!   Here   you   will   find   
information   about   what   we   can   do   to   help   our   planet,   
as   well   as   becoming   a   more   green   and   
environmentally-friendly   person!   Follow   our   Instagram   
account    @high.point.environmental !    

  

Environmental   Accounts   to   Follow   on   Instagram!   
Easy   Eco   Tips   

○ @easyecotips   -   tips   and   sources   to   help   

change   your   lifestyle   to   a   more   

environmentally-friendly   one!   

Rainforest   Alliance   

○ @rainforestalliance   -   current   news   and   

updates   about   our   world’s   climate,   as   well   as   information   

about   environmental   safety,   prevention,   and   preservation.   

Fridays   For   Future   



○ @fridaysforfuture   -   explains   the   peaceful   Friday   climate   strike   

program,   as   well   as   ways   to   bring   awareness   about   crises   and  

problems   our   world   is   environmentally   dealing   with.     

Save   Earth   Today   

○ @saveearthtoday   -   depicts   clear   graphics   and   informative   

illustrations   about   climate   and   environmental   facts   and   

statistics!   

  
Looking   for   vegetarian   substitutions   in   your   diet,   
interested   in   the   benefits   of   vegetarianism,   or   
want   to   switch   over   entirely   to   vegetarianism?   
Check   out   these   amazing   accounts   on   Instagram!   

  
○ @plantbasednews   
○ @bestofvegan   
○ @vegetarianismtimesmag   

  

Vegetarianism   Statistics     
( https://www.vegetariantimes.com/uncategorized/vegetarianism-in-america/ )    

- 3.2   percent   of   U.S.   adults,   or   7.3   million   people,   follow   a   

vegetarian-based   diet.   

- 22.8   million   people,   say   they   largely   follow   a   

vegetarian-inclined   diet   

https://www.livestrong.com/article/481795-the-statistics-of-vegetarians-vs-meat-ea 

ters/   

- Vegetarians   usually   eat   more   fiber,   vitamins   C   and   E,   magnesium,   

potassium,   folic   acid   and   phytochemicals   

https://www.vegetariantimes.com/uncategorized/vegetarianism-in-america/
https://www.livestrong.com/article/481795-the-statistics-of-vegetarians-vs-meat-eaters/
https://www.livestrong.com/article/481795-the-statistics-of-vegetarians-vs-meat-eaters/


- Vegetarians   are   likely   to   have   lower   total   and   LDL   cholesterol   

- Lower   blood   pressure   and   less   body   mass,   all   of   which   may   

contribute   to   a   reduced   risk   for   many   chronic   diseases     

(says    Harvard   Health )   

- A   2013   study   from   the   University   of   Oxford   found   that   vegetarians   

have   a   32   percent   lower   risk   of   hospitalization   from   cardiovascular   

disease   compared   to   meat   and   fish   eaters   

_______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

Small   Ways   to   Help   the   Environment   Every   Day     
  

Saving   the   environment   is   no   easy   task.   However,   with   

small   acts   of   environmental   kindness   in   our   daily   lives,   we   

can   create   a   healthier   planet   by   making   small   changes   in   

our   lifestyles.     

  

● Utilize   reusable   shopping   bags   and   containers.   Instead   of   

purchasing   or   packing   groceries   in   plastic   bags,   bring   multiple-use   bags   to   

lessen   your   amount   of   plastic   waste.     

● Shop   locally.   Instead   of   buying   from   large   chain   brands,   invest   in   smaller,   

local   companies   that   supply   fresh   produce   and   avoid   using   pesticides.     

● Switch   to   a   plant-based,   vegan,   or   vegetarian   diet   (read   information   on   the   

previous   page   to   learn   more   about   how   helpful   the   vegetarian   diet   is   to   the   

Earth!)    Switching   to   an   eco-friendly   diet   can   reduce   the   number   of   resources   

we   use   yearly   to   supply   meat   products   across   the   globe.    

● Make   progress   to   decrease   your   carbon   footprint!   Walk   to   school,   work,   or   

around   your   neighborhood   instead   of   driving   or   taking   a   transportation   

system   that   adds   to   the   air   pollution   and   consumption   of   decaying   resources.     

https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/becoming-a-vegetarian


● Spread   awareness   for   the   environment!   Start   an   environmental   club   at   your   

school!   Become   friends   with   others   who   are   passionate   about   saving   the   

planet!   

  

Finally,   one   of   the   most   difficult   parts   about   sticking   to   an   

environmentally-friendly   lifestyle   is   finding   the   motivation   to   do   so.   Joining   

groups   that   volunteer   and   participate   in   activities   that   benefit   the   

environment,   and   finding   common   ground   with   others   doing   the   same   is   an   

enjoyable   and   exciting   way   to   make   a   difference.   

Incorporating   any   of   these   small   changes   into   your   daily   life   can   create   a   

positive   lasting   impact   on   our   Earth!   

  
  

Sustainable   Brands   and   
Substitutes   

  
One   substitute   you   can   consider   making   

is   meat   made   from   plants.   Making   meat   

from   plants   can   improve   human   health,   

positively   impact   climate   change,   

address   global   resource   constraints,   

and   improve   animal   welfare.   There   are   so   many   different   sustainable   brands   that   

make   meat   from   plants,   but   here   are   three   to   start.     

● Beyond   Meat   

○ Compared   to   a   ¼   pound   U.S.   beef   burger,   a   Beyond   burger   uses   99%   

less   water,   90%   less   GHGE,   93%   less   land,   and   46%   less   energy   

● Quorn     

○ Reduced   the   carbon   footprint   of   their   factories   per   tonne   by   33%   

and   reduced   their   water   usage   by   per   tonne   16%   since   2012   



○ 80%   of   their   packaging   is   now   recyclable   as   well   

● Impossible   Foods   

○ Their   burger   uses   96%   less   land,   87%   less   water,   and   89%   less   GHG   

emissions   

  

Another   substitute   to   consider   is   oat   milk   instead   of   dairy   milk.   This   is   a   vegan   and   

lactose-intolerant   friendly   alternative.   The   process   to   produce   oat   milk   uses   9.6L   of   

water   per   glass   compared   to   cow’s   milk   using   125.6L   of   water   per   glass.   Oats   use   

80%   less   land   than   dairy   milk,   have   a   minimal   environmental   impact,   and   are   rich   in   

fiber   and   essential   vitamins.      

  

  
Time   to   Get   Involved!   
There   are   so   many   species   worldwide   that   are   endangered,   or   at   the   risk   of   

being   endangered,   and   it   goes   almost   completely   unnoticed.   Pollution,   

deforestation,   and   poaching   are   some   of   the   heinous   factors   to   animal   

extinction.   Below   are   a   few   of   these   at-risk   species,   along   with   petitions   and/or   

places   to   donate   to   help.     

  

● Orangutans   

○ Both   species   of   orangutan,   Sumatran   and   

Bornean,   are   both   critically   endangered   species   

at   the   moment.   Due   to   deforestation,   these   

orangutans   are   losing   their   habitats,   and   food   

has   become   scarce.     

○ Anyone   who   would   like   to   contribute   may   visit   

https://orangutan.org/ .   You   can   donate   or   send   

a   virtual   gift.   Any   sort   of   contribution   is   greatly   

https://orangutan.org/


appreciated   and   goes   a   long   way   in   helping   these   poor   animals.     

● Polar   Bears     

○ Polar   bears   are   not   yet   considered   to   be   

endangered,   but   are   at   extremely   high   

risk   for   endangerment   within   the   next   10   

years.   Polar   bears   are   one   of   the   many   

species   that   are   being   heavily   affected   by   

climate   change   in   the   Arctic.   

○ Taking   action   by   reducing   your   carbon   

footprint   and   reducing   greenhouse   gas   

emissions   is   one   way   you   can   help.   You   can   also   visit   websites   such   as   

https://polarbearsinternational.org/get-involved ,   where   you   can   donate,   

adopt   a   polar   bear,   sign   petitions,   or   join   campaigns.     

● Cheetahs   

○ Just   like   polar   bears,   cheetahs   are   not   yet   considered   endangered,   but   are   

listed   as   extremely   vulnerable   by   the   IUCN   

(International   Union   for   the   Conservation   of   

Nature).   100   years   ago,   there   were   over   100,000   

cheetahs   on   the   planet,   but   now   there   are   less   

than   8,000.   This   is   largely   due   to   poaching   and   

illegal   animal   trade   in   the   south.     

○ To   help,   you   can   visit   websites   like   

https://cheetah.org/get-involved/ways-to-give/ ,   where   you   can   donate,   

volunteer,   participate   in   Cheetah   Conservation   Fund   events,   or   send   a   

gift.     

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________   

Keep   Your   Community   Clean   
  

Litter   is   waste   or   discarded   materials   that   are   disposed   of   in   an   
improper   manner   and   in   an   unwanted   location.   It   classifies   as   a   
type   of   pollution.     

https://polarbearsinternational.org/get-involved
https://cheetah.org/get-involved/ways-to-give/


Litter   is   responsible   for   giving   off   gases   like   methane   that   are   harmful   to   the   
atmosphere.   It   negatively   affects   water   systems,   wildlife,   and   ecosystems.   

  
What   can   you   do?   

● The   best   way   to   prevent   litter   is   to   properly   dispose   of   your   garbage.   Use   
containers   to   recycle/throw   out   your   garbage.   Make   sure   to   secure   the   lid   
so   trash   won’t   fall   out   and   animals   can’t   get   into   it.   

● Participate   in   or   organize   a   community   clean-up   event.   By   picking   up   
trash   in   your   community   you   can   do   your   part   in   helping   keep   the   
environment   clean   and   pollution-free.   

● Educate   others   on   the   importance   of   keeping   a   clean   environment.   
Encourage   them   to   refrain   from   overflowing   bins,   otherwise   trash   will   
blow   away.   

● Keep   a   litter   bag   in   your   car   to   prevent   loose   trash   from   escaping   the   
vehicle.   

● Chewing   gum   is   not   biodegradable.   Throwing   it   out   of   the   car   window   can   
harm   food   chains,   and   get   matted   in   animals'   hair.   

  
These   are   a   few   ways   to   maintain   a   healthy   community.   Keeping   a   litter-free   
environment   is   everyone's   job.   Do   your   part   by   properly   disposing   of   trash   and   
recycling.   Aside   from   the   negative   environmental   impact   litter   causes,   it   ruins   
the   aesthetics   of   a   particular   area.   There’s   nothing   worse   than   seeing   a   
beautiful   river   scattered   with   soda   cans,   fish   bait   containers   and   cigarette   
butts.   Anything   you   contribute   is   another   step   towards   a   better,   more   
sustainable   world.   

  

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________   
  

We   hope   you   enjoyed   this   edition   of   our   newsletter,   and   

gained   some   more   information   about   how   YOU   can   make   

a   difference   for   this   planet!   Have   a   great   week!     


